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ABSTRACT

The mosque is a sacred place of worship. Anyone who is a Muslim is allowed to enter into a mosque for worship without restriction. However, nowadays there are criminals that theft the mosque cash container. Such incidents often occur in our country Malaysia. Therefore, I recommend an application system that can prevent immoral activities like this happening again in the future. The project named is "Anti-Theft Mosque Fund Using Global System for Mobile (GSM)". It will be installed in the mosque cash container. The main function of this application is the preventive system to inform the responsible person of mosque as soon as possible when the mosque cash container stolen. Generally, when the mosque cash container removed from its place of origin, then the system will be activated to prevent the application automatically. When the system is active, it will allow the system to notify the responsible person of mosque through short messaging system by using the Global System for Mobile (GSM). In addition, the buzzer and emergency lights activated and produce a loud sound and light signals will be heard and seen by the people around that will surprise even the locals. This system can be activated and deactivated by the responsible person of mosque. Furthermore, with the implementation of prevention systems, indirectly locals will feel more secure. Generally, this system uses the Arduino Uno R3, Global System for Mobile (GSM), sensor, buzzer and emergency light.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

This chapter elaborates the overview and the brief explanation of this research. It is followed by the project background, problem statement, objectives, scopes, and the significance of this project. Besides that, this research also will elaborates the current situation and issues that are being faced which led to this research.

1.1 Project Background

Mosque is a place for Muslims to worship. Furthermore, they will donates money before they leave the mosque at the specific cash container placed in the mosque. However, nowadays criminals will steal the mosque cash container. With the installation of anti-theft mosques funds, expected that it will help mosque committee members to control the theft cases that occur in their area and indirectly can reduce cases of the same in other places. It can be activated at any time without human supervision twenty-four hours. This is because the system itself will notify responsible person of mosque if the theft occur.

Installation of anti-theft mosque funds is the main idea for this project to solve the problem faced by most of the mosque. This project operates to notify in case of theft of mosque cash container. This is because the mosque committee members not residing in the mosque for twenty-four hours. In addition, the thefts that occur frequently occur during night and only known by the mosque committee members in the morning dawn. Even tough, mosques has installed with closed circuit cameras, but thefts still happen. Therefore, the production of this project is expected
to help reduce thefts occurring. Basically, the system uses the Global System for Mobile (GSM) that will notify the responsible person of mosque. This system also be connected with a buzzer and emergency light. Furthermore, responsible person of mosque can enable and disable it.

1.2 Problem Statement

There are several problems that happen based on the mosque cash container. The problem statement as shown:-

i. Thief usually steal mosque cash container when other people do worship and nobody around the mosque.

ii. Even though closed-circuit cameras installed but theft still occurs because theft happen when nobody around the mosque.

iii. Mosque committee members cannot control the area surrounding of the mosque for twenty-four hours a day a week.

iv. Mosque committee members may forgot to lock the mosque.

1.3 Objectives of the Project

The main objective of this project is to build a system to be implemented at mosque on cash container without human supervision. The objectives as shown:-

i. To using mechanism of sensor as a main point before message notification is sent to responsible person of mosque activated.

ii. To construct the buzzer and emergency light that produce sound and light respectively which is alert if theft occurs.

iii. To develop a device with an application that can notify and alert the responsible person of mosque.
1.4 Scope of the Project

This project can be divided into two parts which is hardware and software approach implementation. The scopes of the project as shown:-

i. Sensor will range the distance of mosque cash container that will connected to Arduino.

ii. When Arduino receive signal from sensor means that the mosque cash container not at original place.

iii. Buzzer and emergency light will turn on.

iv. Arduino and Global System for Mobile (GSM) communicate before notify the responsible person of mosque.
1.5 Methodology

Figure 1.1: Flowchart for whole project
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1.6 Block Diagram

Figure 1.2: Block diagram for whole project
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

This chapter will explain the related articles. The articles will be utilizes as references and guidelines for this project to be done. It can give a considerable measure of great thought to make a great exploration. This chapter reviews the available literature managing for this project.

2.1 Related Research on Control Boards

Nowadays, everything is getting more sophisticated and intelligible. Microcontrollers is popular that be utilized as a part of numerous controls of life for doing robotized assignments. Microcontrollers play a very important role in the development of the smart systems as brain is given to the system. The control board also is used to control any mechanism for the system. For example, the system will obviously have a electronic element especially to notify mosque committee member when theft occur. Some of the control boards that will be considered in this project are Arduino Uno R3, Raspberry Pi Model B and BeagleBone Black Rev C.
2.1.1 Arduino Uno R3

The diagram above shows the Arduino Uno R3. This is the latest board from Arduino with an USB interface chip. This has an expanded shield header with a 3.3V reference and a RESET pin and a 21 500mA fuse to protect your computer's USB port, but as well as an automatic circuit to select USB or DC power without a jumper. This board is pin and code-compatible. This board also has an USB interface chip and additional breakouts for the i2c pins and an IO Ref pin (Arduino, 2013).

Arduino Uno R3 is reasonable price. It also consumes very little power and suitable for projects that need to be run all day long. Furthermore, Arduino boards is very popular. Therefore, it easier to find the support, tutorials and projects sample. Most importantly, Arduino boards is flexible and can interface with any input output. However, Arduino boards cannot usually handle a lot of different processes at once. Therefore, Arduino Uno R3 is unfit for highly complicated projects.
2.1.2 Raspberry Pi Model B

The diagram above shows the Raspberry Pi Model B. Raspberry Pi Model B is a control board, which is actually a computer by itself. It is a single-board computer developed with the intention of stimulating the teaching of basic computer science. The design is based on a Broadcom BCM2835 system on a chip, which includes an ARM1176JZF-S 700 megahertz processor, VideoCore IV GPU, and 512 megabytes of RAM. The SD Card slot acts as a slot for storage (Raspberry Pi, 2013).

The Raspberry Pi Model B is great function for any projects that use a computer. But it does not have as many options to interface with input output. Therefore, it not suitable for projects that interfacing with other electronics.